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We’re not going to talk about leaving something behind. 
Rather, we’re going to talk about stepping back and looking at things differently. 
And applying understanding from one ecosystem to another.



I’m @eaton.

I work for Lullabot.

We       content.

I work on big content projects, doing content architecture. 
I coordinate between design, communications, and development teams. 
And this is a highly opinionated talk, with subjective takes on stuff I think is important. 
Please feel free to yell at me on Twitter.



At Lullabot, I tend to work on big content management projects. 
Started doing education, moved into entertainment and media. then enterprise. now more big marketing! 
Wrestling with those challenges brought me in contact with some very different subcultures in the content architecture world.



Technical Communications
“All content should be semantically 
structured data; presentation is a 
separate concern.”

Roots in documentation, support 
Emphasis on XML, DITA, reuse across channels 
Structure and meaning over appearance



Marketing
“All content is marketing content, 
because it can affect a customer’s 
decision to purchase.”

History of high touch content 
More ephemeral campaign focus 
Omnichannel is driving integration



Content as a Product
“In the future, every company will be 
a content publishing company.”

Content is the product 
Narrative structure inherited from news  
Early shift to dynamic web, content APIs



Everybody, truly, wants to rule the world. 
That makes sense, because especially in silos we see other disciplines through our own lenses. 
But I think there are some deep similarities in the pressures driving all three ecosystems.



Whose needs drive it?
How is the expense justified?

There’s one more pair of questions I’ve found really helps.



Time For

A Quadrant



AudienceProducer

Whose needs or interests drive the creation of new content? 
This isn’t a moral judgement — and different people might regard the same content differently. 
Content by a nonprofit dedicated to fighting climate change is “producer-driven,” for example.



Cost

Revenue

AudienceProducer

This doesn’t mean “how much does it cost to make.” But what’s the payoff? 
Does creating it reduce other costs for the organization (legal compliance, customer support) 
Does creating it increase revenue (news coverage, product brochures)



Marketing Content as 
a Product
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Some content is created to talk about its services & products. And its goal is to drive revenue. 
Other content is created to fill consumer demand — and generates revenue via subs or ads. 
Yet more content is created to help navigate state laws and services — without wasting tax dollars.



Marketing Content as 
a Product
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This way of looking at things also helps us understand some of the fuzzy cross-category overlaps… 
Often, those overlaps also indicate places where we need the content to do different jobs. 
They aren’t perfect, either. 
“Corporate Comms” is a label I used, but it applies to mostNGOs and Nonprofits, too.



Georgia
High-value content scattered 
across 100+ agencies

Georgia was replatforming more than a hundred agencies. 
Coordinating information between paper forms, online guides, call centers. 
Prioritizing accuracy and approachability with part-time SMEs, not content specialists 

Light multi-channel delivery



ContainerContainerContainersComponents

ContainerContainerContainersFactual Data

ContainerContainerContainersDownloads

Collection

Explainer

Topic

The core structure is familiar for tech comm and training/documentation authors. 

Core types can reference each other, and external URLs, as “citations” that get auto-checked for updates. 

Each core type can contain “microcontent” fragments. 
Facts are addresses, important dates, contact info. Highly structured, kept in sync. 
Components are dynamic building blocks — charts, forms, etc. 
And downloads — PDF forms, board meeting notes — are in a DAM. 

The fragments can change and be updated for accuracy.



Georgia
‣ Critical public content 
‣ Structured forms for SMEs 
‣ Citation tracking for managers 
‣ Ad-hoc collections to organize

Classic techcomm challenges, with a helping of ad-hoc layout.



IBM
A content archipelago, tamed 
by a CMS and design system

history of dozens of sites on different platforms. 
centralized with a component content model tied to their new design system. 

Web-only — millions of pages to wrangle.



Page

ContainerContainerContainersRelated Topics

Header

Component

Component
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Pages are light metadata, plus a collection of design components. 
Some are required, the rest vary from page to page. A given page can evolve over time. 
Now mining the patterns to develop a more semantic model



IBM
‣ Reusable assets 
‣ Pattern-based page builder 
‣ Phased migration from HTML 
‣ Iterating towards consistency

This is an extreme example, but common for web-first marketing content. 
Assets are flexible, pages are ad-hoc.



NBC Universal
One omnichannel content API 
to market and deliver content 
for dozens of distinct brands

NBCU needed tech-comm thinking to go decoupled + omnichannel. 

Dozens of brands, shared infrastructure, lots of “content around the content” 
It was easy to model the “atoms” of their content assets — shows, seasons, episodes, movies, characters… 
The complexity was in the brand-specific ways things were organized and curated.



Editorial + Media

ContainerContainerContainersCollections

Priority
Sticker

Emphasis

Style

the raw structure of editorially curated pages like this one: 
collections that contained media assets, editorial content, and other collections. 
editors choose “styles” for collections that are interpreted by the client. 

items in collections have order, priority, emphasis, and “sticker”



NBC Universal
‣ Data-heavy domain entities 
‣ Reams of text, videos, images  
‣ Wrappers optimized for remixing 
‣ Abstracted design choices

Also common for content-as-product web  
Lots of structure in business domain, lots of assets… 
And lots of emphasis on reuse in different contexts.



Let’s call this the circle of pain.



quality content 
is expensive

It starts with a fundamental fact: producing (good) content is expensive. 
Editorial talent, time, and infrastructure are all necessary to create and deliver it.



quality content 
is expensive

many channels 
…more money

On top of that, device and delivery channel proliferation multiplies that expenses. 
There are tactical solutions that can ease the pain in some situations (third party tools, RWD)



quality content 
is expensive

many channels 
…more money

more competition 
…more content?

But on top of that, the content landscape is increasingly flooded. 
The naive answer from some orgs is to dial up content production to “compete.” 
Others focus on less-and-better content. 
But that brings us back to the top: Quality is expensive. The cycle is unsustainable.



Structured content!
Content reuse!

These two are often trotted out as curatives for those problems. 
They promise to “break the circle” at the second link: “more channels, more money” 



Why “Structure?”
Why “Reuse?”

But I don’t think it’s that simple. These often fail to resonate with the people we think need them most. 
It’s like telling someone who’s exhausted, “You should take up jogging!” 
While it may help your energy levels, it just sounds like more work when offered without context. 
I want to talk about the different things we need from our content.



Consistency
Content of a given type shares 
common structures and patterns, 
regardless of who created it.

The McDonalds Big Mac is generally considered the most consistent hamburger in the universe. 
If you order one, you absolutely know what you will be getting, no matter where in the world you are. 
Give people forms to fill out, instead of blank pages, and you’ll get more consistent results.



Versatility
Content, once created, can be 
used in multiple contexts.

For those who aren’t from the US of A, this is ranch dressing and we put it on everything. 
For content, “Versatility” doesn’t just mean across multiple distribution channels. 
It can mean a given piece of content can be used in multiple ways, in multiple contexts.



Longevity
Content retains its value over 
time without additional 
investment.

That’s a twinkie, and the joke is that they’ll last longer than humanity. 
Content with longevity is sometimes called “evergreen.” 
The “without additional investment” part is important.



Modularity
Content is made of parts 
that can be separated and 
assembled in many ways.

The joke is that all of Taco Bell’s food is made from five ingredients combined in different ways. 
Modular content is like that — a case study might contain a Project, two Experts, four Client Quotes, etc. 
Those kinds of content can be used in other ways and places, even if the specific content elements appear only once.



Parsability
Content’s properties and 
characteristics can be easily 
and meaningfully accessed.

This is delicious Nutella. But on the flip side… is the venerable Nutritional Information Label. 
It differs in the EU and other areas but the idea is straightforward: expose the data that makes up the whole. 
Parsability is about meaning: the bits can be interrogated and used to organize, or compare, or filter. 
“Products that contain nuts” or “Packages that contain more than 10 servings” require this quality.



Fidelity
Content retains its meaning 
and accuracy, regardless of the 
context in which it appears.

While consistency is about two instances of a type sharing predictable traits… 
Fidelity is about one thing always being the same, no matter where it appears. 
Copying and pasting content is the antithesis of this, because instances fall out of sync.



Validity
Content of a given type is 
guaranteed to follow 
consistent rules.

Validity is about preventing flat-out wrong stuff from getting into our content. 
The KFC Waffle Down is a waffle, between two pieces of fried chicken. And it is invalid. 
According to cuberule.com, it is not a sandwich. 
Validity can be structural (sandwiches have starch above and below a filling) 
…Or property-level (Headlines are never more than 80 characters). 
A set of things can all be valid without being meaningfully consistent with each other.



ValidityConsistency

VersatilityFidelity

Building a system that delivers all of them is punishingly difficult, and sometimes impossible. 
It’s easy to build structure that seems rigorous but works against a project’s goals. 
Georgia’s challenge: Preserve fidelity without sacrificing contextual finesse. 
IBM’s challenge: valid content didn’t ensure consistent messaging. That’s phase 2. 
NBCU, in comparison, was simple once we mapped design to metadata. 



Why “Structure?”
Why “Reuse?”

Versatility

Fidelity
Longevity

Consistency
Validity

Modularity
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Returning to our original question — why? — the answers vary from project to project. 
A linear path from “unstructured” to “structured,” erases of this nuance. 



‣ Techcomm 
‣ Marcomm! 
‣ Edcomm! 
‣ Corpcomm! 
‣ Romcom!

Communications 
means content

No matter what the label, the boundaries are fuzzier than they appear. 
There are different needs across different kinds of projects… 
but we can tease out patterns that go beyond the big buckets.



Always ask…
‣ Whose needs drive creation? 
‣ How do we measure success? 
‣ Why do we want structure? 
‣ When do we care about reuse?

If you see useful patterns, apply them vigorously regardless of the “whatever-comm.” 
And if you realize that the needs are a bit different than the norm… 
dig deeper even if everyone thinks it’s a “marcomm” or “techcomm” or “publishing” project.



Thanks for coming!
‣ Heckle me: twitter.com/eaton 
‣ Talk shop: jeff@eaton.fyi 
‣ Read more: http://eaton.fyi 
‣ Hire a team: http://lullabot.com

…Any Questions?

mailto:jeff@eaton.fyi
http://eaton.fyi

